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About O’Pin Systems 
& REVEAL

O’Pin Systems SPC, is a leading provider of secure enterprise report
management solutions. The company’s flagship product, REVEAL, is a
secure, web based electronic report distribution and management system.
Founded in 1985, the company focuses exclusively on products and
services to rapidly and efficiently deliver business critical information. O’Pin
is a privately held company based in Eagan, MN.
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Company: O’pin Systems

Industry: Document imaging

Requirements: Portability,
performance, ease of use, Total
cost of ownership

Application
Overview

REVEAL is a secure on-line
report and document portal product
designed to speed the flow of
information by distributing reports
and documents electronically the
instant they are produced. REVEAL
also warehouses reports for easy
access at any time, on demand.

The REVEAL JavaWeb and
HTML clients allow users to easily
and securely view, search, print,
and download reports and
documents over company intranets
or the Internet via a standard web
browser from anywhere in the
world. REVEAL also allows secure
external delivery to vendors or
customers anywhere in the world
over the Internet using a standard
web browser.

REVEAL provides secure Internet
access to all existing reports from
any application, including ERP,
client/server, and mainframe
applications without modification.
REVEAL provides outstanding value
by leveraging investments in legacy
platforms and applications without
the cost, time, and risk of web
development or developing and
managing multiple APIs.

O’Pin System’s REVEAL software
is deployed at the enterprise level in
a wide variety of corporations and
public institutions such as Pepsi
Cola, Hughes Network Systems,
Health Systems International,
TransAmerica Financial Services, 
ST Microelectronics, CitiFinancial,
Department of Defense, and 
many other large and 
mid-sized companies.

REVEAL is now the first and only
report management application to

comply with the rigorous standards
in the proposed HIPAA data
security regulations. 

FairCom and
REVEAL

The foundation of the REVEAL
architecture is the REVEAL Server.
The REVEAL Server automatically
captures output from any source
application on the network to a central
report library while securing, indexing,
cataloguing, and categorizing it to
make it easily accessible, fast, and
securely protected for a wide range of
internal and external users. The
REVEAL Server’s open system design
permits hosting on either Windows or
Unix platforms.

To achieve this level of
functionality, REVEAL developers
needed a client/server database
solution that offered both high speed
and cross-platform mobility. The fast
ISAM API available with FairCom’s
technology gives the REVEAL

“FairCom’s 6.11 server was a
natural choice for REVEAL. We have
used FairCom’s database products
for many years because they are
portable and lightweight but
sufficiently robust and very high
speed. The FairCom Server
provided the open ODBC
connections we needed for our new
generation software. And, FairCom
was very flexible to meet our
requirements relative to both
technical and licensing challenges.”
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developers the speed that they need
to make REVEAL successful. In fact,
the FairCom Server proved to be
significantly faster than other solutions
on the market. The cross-platform
flexibility is another area where
FairCom is unbeaten. With support for
over 28 different platforms, FairCom is
the industry leader in cross-platform
support. For REVEAL, FairCom
provides support for UX, Windows
and several other operating systems.

Throughout the process of
selecting, implementing, and
deploying a database solution,
REVEAL management and
developers were consistently
pleased with the level of service and
support they received from FairCom.
The responsiveness of both the
technical support and business
development staff at FairCom was
refreshing in an industry that often
falls short in these areas. 

The Details
REVEAL is designed to handle the

document management needs of mid-
sized to very large enterprises. In
order to meet the requirements of their
large corporate clients, REVEAL
needed to be able to routinely support
up to 3,000 concurrent process
connections. By supporting such a
large number of concurrent
connections per FairCom Server,
REVEAL customers won’t need to
engage in the costly and complicated
process of creating a back-end server
farm with distributed data.

Of course performance is also a
key concern as is the case with any
end user productivity tool. If there is a
delay in retrieving the end-user data,
users will quickly become frustrated at
long delays in accessing data. With
the robust kernel level threading
utilized by the FairCom Server and the
sophisticated data and index caches,
the FairCom Server delivers the
performance necessary to provide a
large enterprise with the data
throughput to be successful.

For more information about REVEAL, visit www.opin.com
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The REVEAL solution is also
designed to be very scalable. It is
possible to deploy a small to medium
size enterprise with a Windows NT
back-end solution and then, as the
enterprise grows and the data needs
increase, to migrate the back-end to a
larger Unix-based system with nominal
changes to the REVEAL software. This
flexibility makes it easy to scale the
software as a company grows. 

Another benefit of the FairCom
Server solution is the possibility of
easy interoperability. For enterprises
with multiple operating systems all on
the same network, the FairCom Server

makes it easy to connect disparate
client platforms concurrently. For
example, deploy an HP-UX FairCom
Server backend and concurrently
connect Windows and Unix clients to
the same FairCom Server. This
provides for absolute flexibility in
accessing the valuable end-user data. 

The REVEAL development team
selected FairCom’s ODBC driver in
order to achieve the performance and
design objectives of their new
generation technology for administration
of REVEAL, and to comply with the
requirements of its large customers for
open database technologies.

FairCom Server: FairCom’s
robust database Server offers
significant throughput
enhancements over traditional
non-server models by reducing
network traffic and utilizing the
power of true multi-threading.
FairCom’s client/server
implementation supports
heterogeneous networks and lets
dissimilar clients attach
concurrently to any FairCom
Server. Portability is afforded
through over 25 supported
platforms and 5+ supported
communication protocols. Scale
your application by changing the
back-end Server to more robust
platforms with ease. FairCom
offers a Server SDK which
includes source code to most of
the Server’s key components and
allows application developers to
build their own application-specific
database Server—perfect for Web
servers and ASPs!

ODBC Driver: The FairCom
ODBC Driver allows end-users
direct, easy access to c-tree Plus®
and older c-tree® data files from
any ODBC compliant application
like Microsoft Office and
PowerBuilder. The FairCom ODBC
Driver supports Windows 3.1,
Windows 9x, and NT/2000 with full
read/write capability to c-tree Plus
data and index files. All of the
program logic necessary to handle
requests from a front-end
application is contained within the
driver itself, including an SQL
interpreter. FairCom’s ODBC
compliance level is consistent with
other commercial ODBC drivers
and meets or exceeds the
requirements of most popular
ODBC compliant applications. 

FairCom Technology


